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INTRODUCTION
This booklet is a short introduction on the design
process. It represents the first concepts that can
serve as a basis for further design. During several visits to French Polynesia and after getting
acquainted with the environment and the local
contexts, one thing was sure, the project has to
blend into its environment. To achieve this, local
environmental characteristics, climate, ecology
and cultural context have all been studied and
play a major role in the process.
Our French Polynesian team member made sure
that the cultural context, which was studied and
used as inspiration and guideline, was interpreted
in the right way.
For safeguarding the wellbeing of the ecology,
the first Environmental Assessment Framework for
Floating Development, was developed. The framework focuses on the environmental integration
of floating structures and pays attention to local
ecosystems health throughout the whole lifecycle
of the project, from conceptual design to construction and operational phase. The design guidelines

which resulted from this assessment framework
will be used throughout the whole design process.
The project, however, doesn’t only want to not
hurt the existing environment, the vision of the
Blue Frontiers goes beyond that and is as following: Facilitate the development of more conscious
and balanced settlements at sea where humans
can peacefully coexist with the environment and
with each other. Coexisting with ecology focuses
on both the upper water and underwater design
creating habitats for the marine life. Coexistence
between humans has been translated into the
design by analysing different lifestyles and offering
a variety of possibilities to settle.
To reach this highly ambitious goals, the expertise of the biomimicry institute also has come on
board. By collaborating closely, existing knowledge
can be tapped into very fast and new knowledge
will be developed.
Since the design is still in an exploratory and
conceptual phase, size and shape of elements can
present some differences.
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CULTURAL BACKGROUND

a)

Enhancing the Polynesian heritage
The project takes inspiration from the rich Polynesian culture, in particular from the traditional
navigation, which is based on the observation and
knowledge of natural elements. The overall shape
reflects the pattern of a fish hook, an ancestral
tool that symbolized the action of the demigod
Maui, gone to find new land mass for the next
generation.
The landmarks of the traditional navigation are
revisited into the design concept: the hills and the
mountains, the shape of reefs and underwater
topography on coastal voyages, but also the patterns of celestial bodies and ocean swells, the sun
and the moon rising and setting, or the stars rising
on the eastern horizon on a deep sea voyage.

forms are oriented according to the prevailing
wind direction, in order to create calmer wave
conditions behind them.
The project aims at including Polynesian culture
also in the design and detailing of buildings and
other structures. Local construction techniques
and materials blend with modern technologies to
fulfil contemporary needs while preserving the
continuity with the tradition.

b)

c)

Using traditional navigation as inspiration, small
platforms with villas are aligned to the path of
stars Sirius (Rua faupapa), the one of Tahiti. Larger
platforms with mixed-use buildings are aligned
to the celestial pillar (Pou), starting from the main
platform, the “star headlight” (Ta’urua), and ending
by the guide star (‘Avei’a), passing through the
zenith of the floating island.
The appearance of mixed-use buildings with
green roof is inspired by the many legends about
a mystical floating island appearing at a distance
(Mokulana).
Other elements of the navigation are taken into
account in the urban planning. The larger plat-
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Figure a) Polynesian stick chart showing wave patterns, currents, islands and atolls (Cooperhewitt); b) Wind compass (Meteoblue &
J-C Teriierooiterai); c) Natural elements used in traditional navigation (adapted from J-C Teriierooiterai).
Page 5: integration of Polynesian culture in the project

ECOLOGY

Creating new habitat
One of the biggest attractions of French Polynesia
is the beautiful and rich ecology, both on the island
and in the water. This ecology takes a prominent
place in the design process. It starts in the location
selection phase, where a minimum depth of 20 meters is used as one of the guidelines, for the reason
of sunlight penetration into the water and ideally
preventing permanent shading.
The materials used could have a negative influence
on the environment on different levels. In the project, the concrete that is used will be imported and
most of the upper structures will be built in local
wood species. Materials that are in contact with
water and have hazardous amounts of effusion will
not be used.
During the manufacturing process of the floating
structures and the process of the installation of
the mooring system, the occurrence of underwater
noise will be maximally limited and in situations
that noise will occur, specific measures will be taken
in order to reduce this. Attention will also be payed
to the operational phase of the project. Everyone in
the project, from visitor to inhabitant will be aware
the delicate ecological system. No waste or nutrients effluent will be dumped into the water.
More information about the design guidelines is
presented in the attached EIA document. Figure
on page 7 shows a section with a few of the design
guidelines implemented.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure a) green roof (Mijn- dakdekker); b) biorock (Brandon Cole); c) underwater observatorium (Tripadvisor.com); d) underwater drone for monitoring (Indymo); e) aquatic life under floating structures
(Indymo). Page 7: integration of the project with the environment

.

1

Minimise
permanent shadows
Ecosystems rely on light.
We need to make sure the
seafloor still receives sufficient
light by considering size and
shape of structures.

2

Create
new habitats
We share the environment
with numerous species. New
structures can provide habitat
not only for people but also
for other species.
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Increase
environmental awareness
Making the environment
something to experience will
help to increase care and
awareness towards ecosystems health.
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Minimise
light at night
By positioning and choosing
appropriate light sources,
light emission at night can
be minimised in order to not interfere with day/night cycles
of species.
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Research and
monitoring
Dynamic monitoring will be
used to evaluate and research
the long term effects on water
quality and ecology.

UTILITIES

Closing the cycles
Wherever people settle, there is need for water,
food and energy. As output, waste is produced.
The way these resources are managed has a large
influence on the environment. For this reason,
resource flows and utilities integration have been
part of the concept design phase from day one.
Every resource has been approached according to
the following sequence: first reducing the demand;
secondly using renewable energy sources and finally increasing efficiency and reducing dependency on external resources. This strategy is based on
the goals of the Blue Frontiers to become 100%
renewable and 100% self-sufficient.
Closing all local resource cycles can be achieved
in different phases. For resources such as water,
the collection, use and treatment can be applied
directly. Other resource cycles are more complex
and have a longer time-span to implement (for example a paper recycling plant or a zero wrappings
approach).
The concept design considers the different time
spans required to implement cyclical use of resources on all levels. Four resource flows are studied in detail: electricity, water, heating/cooling and
waste. Each topic is shortly described. The image
on page 9 shows the connections among several
resource flows within the project.
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Waste
Waste consists of a large number of materials.
Most of these materials can be reused. An average of 35% is organic, which will be transformed
into gas and fertilizer using a digester. Materials
like paper, metals, glass and plastics are highly
suitable for recycling (about 45% of total). Wood,
leather, rubber and textiles (about 15%) are suitable for upcycling into new products. Clothing and
shoes can be sold in second hand stores. Small
hazardous waste such as batteries (0.2%) will be
disposed of with utmost care. Non-recyclable
material can be incinerated or in the long term
recycled in a specialist plant. Entrepreneurs can be
attracted that want to play a part in the upcycling
and recycling business, which will not only reuse
materials from the floating project but also from a
wider area.

a)

d)

b)

Electricity
The main source of energy will be the sun, which
will provide electricity for a large variety of purposes: lighting, refrigeration, washing, food preparation, wastewater purification, pumping, etc. The
scheme on page 10 shows this expected distribution of electricity use. Solar power will be harvested by hybrid solar panels. In these types of panes,
PV cells are cooled to increase efficiency and at
the same time hot water is produced. To fulfil
the needs of the whole floating islands project,
about 20% of the development footprint should be
covered by solar panels. One of the challenges of
electricity is storage. On a short-term, most probably the Tesla Powerwall or similar systems will
be used to store the electricity. Other possibilities
are being examined, such as storage of energy in
biofuels and compressed air.

c)

Figure a) Hybrid solar collector (Atmosfera.ua); b) Home-sized
biogas unit (HomeBiogas); c) Tesla energy storage (I. T. Jansen-Lonnquist); d) Integrated helophyte filters (Turenscape);

Heating and cooling
The heat extracted from cooling the solar panels
will be used for heating of the tap water, shower
and bath and also for the hot-fill washing machine
and hot-fill dishwasher (which are a lot more
energy efficient than regular ones). In this way, no
energy will be lost for heating water. Cooling of
rooms will be mainly achieved by natural venti-

lation, designing spaces in such a way that heat
gains are minimized. However, other demands
in terms of cooling might occur. A higher cooling
demand could be fulfilled by using a dehumidifier and, as last solution, air conditioning. In the
long-term, additional cooling could be provided by
systems such as SWAC.

Water
Rainwater will be collected and stored in the
islands and purified to supply clean water (for
drinking, showering, dishwashing, cooking, etc.).
Wastewater from the shower and tap (grey water)
will be collected, filtered and used for flushing the
toilet and for irrigation. The water from the toilets
will be filtered by a natural filtration system such
as helophytes and algae. This prevents excess nutrients in discharge. Water treatment will comply
to standards that are higher compared to current
French Polynesian or Marpol ones, to minimize impacts on the environment. The water cycle is illustrated in the scheme on page 11. The estimations
for the average scenario show that there is more
than enough rainwater to supply all purposes.

Overview of water, electricity, heating and cooling and waste cycles within the project
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Average electric energy demand (KWh/day/inhab)
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Average water demand (l/day/inhab)
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LIFESTYLES

Embracing diversity
Blue Frontiers together with The Seasteading community consists of a very large variety of people.
They all have in common that they want to co-exist
on beautiful floating islands, and there are also a
lot of differences. Having a balanced mixture of
inhabitants and visitors will make the project sustainable from a social point of view and therefore
more successful.
The large variety of people attracted to the community have been summarized in three categories and represented in the designs. They are for
instance, young professionals, researchers and
entrepreneurs, who are interested in starting their
own business, moving their existing business or
contributing to research. Other people could be
visitors that visit the projects on a regular basis,
sharing their accommodation with others (timeshare principle). Or families that want to move
out of their current county in order to settle in a
nicer environment. Because of the large variety of
people and professions, a large variety of accommodations is offered, consisting of different sizes
of apartments, bungalows and villas.

Overview of three lifestyles accomodated within the project
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bungalows

Villas

apartments/
guest rooms

DESIGN

Project impressions
This section of the booklet includes some impressions of the floating project. Seen from the island
of Tahiti, the project resembles an island in the
distance. Approaching the floating island by boat,
the volumes of buildings become recognizable.
Behind the island shape, a collection of floating
structures enclose a sheltered water area.
The bay is surrounded by seven platforms with
footprint of about 600m2, connected to each other. A pier runs along the inward side and connects
those platforms to smaller ones with villas. Next
to the floating pier, many types of activities can be
located, like a beach, a marina or green areas for
recreation and food production.
The larger platforms are covered with a green
roof. The green roof is used for water and solar
energy collection, water treatment and provides
habitat for several plants and small animals.
The roof can be accessed using stairs within the
building or by ramps. The roof area includes green
areas for collective and private use.
The seven smaller platforms have a footprint of
about 200m2 and are used for private villas. Villas
will be designed taking into account tradition and
cultural context and will be constructed using local
materials. Near the villas, appropriation spaces
such as fare pote’e (traditional meeting house),
sheltered benches, bicycle parking, kayak and
canoe launch areas are placed. Local vegetation
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is present, including species such as Ficus pumila,
Gardenia taitensis, Cordyline fruticosa, etc. Collective areas along the pier contribute to creating a
pleasant atmosphere and provide opportunities
for social interaction.

Figure above: View of the project arriving by boat from the island of Tahiti
Page 14: View of the project from the island of Tahiti, 21mm lens
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Figure above: Artist impression of the villas
Page 17: Bird eye’s view of the project
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Multiuse building
In the example, a platform of 25 by 25 meters
is presented. The building includes two residential typologies: apartments and roof bungalows.
Apartments are accessed from a central covered
space that is used for distribution, light and ventilation. All the apartments include a loggia. Living
spaces on the left side of the building enjoy the
open view of the lagoon, whereas areas on the
right side face the central area and are directly
connect to the pier.

ground flfflloor

Roof bungalows are accessed using stairs that
connect the ground floor with the first floor and
can also be entered via the roof. Areas with a
lower height next to the bungalows can be used
as storage space and for installations. Opposite to
the bungalows, maisonettes are placed.
The platform is made of several compartments
that can be used for installations, storage of water
and other goods or for functions such as an underwater restaurant.
This example includes residential functions. However, living space could be combined with working
space and retail on the same platform.
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section A-A’

fi f=irst flfflloor

second flfflloor

roof
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Villas
An example showing the size, style and appearance of villas within the project is presented here.
The concept for the villa merges the traditional canoes (va’a) and the Mokulana, recalling the profiles
of the nearby islands.

ground flfflloor

The living room and the terrace are oriented to the
west to enjoy the view of the sunset. The terrace
can be covered using a retractable cover system.
The shape and material (textile) evoke the sail of a
va’a. An internal patio provides good ventilation,
lighting and additional outdoor living area.
The profiles of the va’a, a strong symbol of the
Polynesian culture and a tool to find the way on
the ocean, are integrated in the rear side of the
villa. These elements allow various appropriations:
users can add sun beds, diving decks, a balcony,
extend a hammock, a swing rope, etc.
Local materials, such as kohu, bamboo or teak
wood, are used for the structure, the covering, the
shading or the interior furniture. The curved roofs
are covered by vegetation or local wooden panels
and integrate solar panels for own energy supply.

section B-B’

The villa brings its inhabitants closer to the sea life
thanks to features such as underwater windows,
which are used both in the underwater observatory (located in the basement) and in the Jacuzzi
integrated in the terrace.
mountain profiffiile ((motu))) of Tahiti Nui
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traditional canoe (va’a, Tipaerua) type)

concept:: island on a canoe (Motu on va’a)

fi f=irst flfflloor

basement

View of the patio

section A-A’
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